
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

  

 

 PE / Forest School 
Willow class will be working on 

tactical games skills with 

Oxford United in PE on 

Wednesday afternoons. 

Children will also enjoy a 

weekly Forest School on 

Tuesdays. 

PSHE 

This term we will be thinking about the 

human life cycle (baby, toddler, child, 

teenager, adult) and how humans change as 

they grow. We will be using ‘The Growing 

Story’ by Ruth Krauss and Helen Oxenbury 

in these lessons.  

English 
As readers we will be enjoying Enid Blyton’s ‘The 

Enchanted Wood’ as our class text. We will also 

be using a selection of non-fiction texts to inform 

us about dinosaurs and fossil hunters which ties in 

with our history.  

As writers we will be using Anthony Browne’s ‘Into 

the Wood’ to write our own woodland story. Later 

in this term, we will do some recount writing based 

on our local adventures. After half term we will be 

writing information texts about dinosaurs using 

‘Prehistoric Actual Size’ text as a model.  
 

Computing 

This term we will be revisiting 

online safety and designing a 

poster using a graphics application. 

Children will also be starting to 

code and program Beebots.  
 

Geography  

As geographers we will identify physical and human features of our local area, and locate them using simple 

maps. Once we have enough experience of maps, we will work on developing our own simple maps for our 

classroom, the school and the local area.  

Key vocabulary – human features, physical features, map, key, grid reference, route, symbols 

History 

As historians we will be learning about William Buckland as a significant historical figure. We will look at fossil 

hunting and how fossils teach us about the past.  

Key vocabulary – past, present, fossil, bone, palaeontologist, scientist, Megalosaurus, William Buckland 

Science 

As scientists we will be continuing to learn about plant growth and care. We will observe how seeds and bulbs 

grow into mature plants. After half term we will learn about living things and their habitats. We will explore 

and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that have never been alive. 

Key vocabulary – temperature, absorb, nutrient, photosynthesis, excrete, microhabitat, biotic, abiotic, species 
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Art 

As artists we will be 

looking at natural 

sculptures. We will 

also be developing our 

real life sketching 

skills by sketching a 

dinosaur jawbone. 
 

 

  

Maths  

As mathematicians we will be focussing on 

calculating efficiently when adding and 

subtracting. We will apply this learning to 

lots of problem solving and reasoning tasks. 

We are keen for the children to explain 

their thinking, using the stem sentences 

below, which we have looked at throughout 

the year. 

I think… because…. 

I have noticed…. 

I know…. so I also know…. 

DT 

This term we will 

be exploring, 

designing and 

making our own 

moving dinosaur 

pictures. 

Music 

As musicians we will 

using a range of 

instruments to 

compose our own 

dinosaur music linked 

to John Foster’s 

‘Dinosaur Poems’. 
 

      


